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Abstract
Inflation is the most commonly accepted theory in cosmology to explain why the universe appears flat,
homogeneous, and isotropic, as well as the origin of the large-scale structure of the cosmos and why no magnetic
monopoles have been detected. However, so far, the origin of the inflation epoch and what is the hypothetical field,
the inflaton, giving rise to inflation, remains unknown. String theory is one of the promising candidates for the grand
unification theory. Grand unification theory is to use one mathematic formula to describe everything. In this work, we
study the inflation scheme in a new development in string theory, universal function interpretation of string theory
(UWFIST). We show that from UWFIST we can derive from the fundamental theory that the long-range vibration is
the possible candidate of inflaton. We estimate the vacuum energy created by the long-range vibration and show
that it can indeed drives the inflation.
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Introduction
In physical cosmology, inflation is a theory of exponential expansion
of space in the early universe. Inflation theory proposes a rapid exponential
expansion of the early universe by a factor of at least 1078 in volume, driven
by a negative-pressure vacuum energy density. The inflationary epoch
lasted from 10-36 seconds to 10-33 and 10-32 seconds after the big bang.
Following the inflationary period, the Universe continues to expand, but
at a less rapid rate [1,2].
Developed in the early 1980s, inflation is so far the mostly accepted
way to solve the fine-tuning problems with the initial conditions of the
universe. Inflation hypothesis can show why our universe appears flat,
homogeneous, and isotropic. It can account for the origin of the largescale structure of the cosmos and why no magnetic monopoles have
been detected.
The hypothetical particle or field thought to be responsible for
inflation is called inflaton. However, the detailed particle physics
mechanism responsible for inflation or inflaton remains unknown.
Furthermore, the abundance of “bad inflation” in the quantum theory
and the realization that inflation is eternal has been challenging the real
predictive power of inflation theory [3-6].
In this work we will derive the possible inflaton and the energy
created by the inflaton for the inflation from a new development in
string theory, the universal wave function interpretation of string
theory (UWFIST).
String theory is a promising candidate for the grand unification theory
[7,8]. How to understand and derive testable results from string theory
has been a long debated subject. The currently accepted interpretation is
that string theory studies the quantum dynamics of a string. The vibration
of string creates particles and interactions. The scale of the string is set
to be Planck Scale (approximately1.6 × 10-35 meter). String theory has
the potential to predict the dimension of space-time, the particle and
interaction spectrum, to unify all the forces and fundamental particles, and
more. However, with all these great potentials and promises, current string
theory has not yet made many testable predictions.
In our previous work [9,10], by combining quantum physics and
general relativity, we derive a space-time uncertainty relationship,
which suggests that the wave function of universe and everything
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is created from a string like action. We call this the universal wave
function interpretation of string theory (UWFIST). UWFIST indicates
the existence of long-range quantum vibrations in our universe. These
long-range vibrations could be the source of dark energy. From the wave
function of universe, we can calculate or estimate the vacuum energy of
our universe. In [9] we have demonstrated that using the age of our
universe and fundamental constants such as the gravitational constant
G, Planck constant ħ, and speed of light, UWFIST may yield the estimate
of vacuum energy consistent with the current experimental observation.
We find [10] that these large-scale quantum vibrations can cause and
explain the observed large-scale anisotropies, anomalous alignments,
and non-Gaussian distributions in the cosmic microwave background
radiation as well as in other background matter and radiation.
In this paper, we will briefly review the derivation of the universal
wave function interpretation of string theory (UWFIST). We will show
that there exist the long-range vibrations in UWFIST. We will show
that these long-range vibrational fields can generate the vacuum energy
density, which can drive the inflation in the early age of the universe.
They are the possible candidates for inflaton.

A New Way to Derive and Interpret String Theory
In our previous work, we show that when we take both the
effect of quantum physics and gravity into consideration, we obtain
an uncertainty relation between space measurement ∆σ and time
measurement ∆τ in causal region:
∆σ ∆τ ≥ lp tp					

(1)

Here lp is the Planck length, lp=(ħG/c ) 1.616 x 10 meter. And tp
is the Planck time, tp=(ħG/c5)1/2=5.39 x 10-44 second.
3 1/2=
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We suggest that this relation indicates that space and time are
quantized and the non-commutation relation between space and time:
[σ, τ]=i lptp			

(2)

Using the quantization procedure in quantum physics [11],
we propose that the space time uncertainty relation (1) and noncommutation relation (2) indicates a string action As in the form:
As=ʃdτdσ/lptp

		

(3)

Action As evolves the wave function from ψ (0, 0) at the space 0 and
time 0 to ψ (L,T) at the space L and time T in the following way:
ψ (L,T)=Σsum over all possible paths exp (i ʃ0T dτ ʃ0Ldσ/lptp) ψ (0,0)

(4)

The equation (4) is the universal wave function interpretation of
string theory (UWFIST).
UWFIST deviates from the usual interpretation of string theory in
two ways. Firstly, the world-sheet space σ and time τ integration of the
action (3) is over the causal region. i.e.,
As=ʃ0T dτ ʃ0Ldσ/lp2

Here T and L are the age and length of the causal horizon. They
relate to the age and length of the horizon of our universe. In the normal
interpretation of string theory, σ is the string coordinate. L is taken to be
the length of the string. It is set to be Planck length lp. In the formula (4),
T and L are variables. They change as universe evolves or as space and
time pass by. The second difference between the usual string theory and
UWFIST is that the universal wave function Ψ (L, T) are introduced.
Here Ψ (0, 0) and Ψ (L, T) represents the universal wave function at the
initial space and time and at the space L and time T. We propose that the
universal wave function could be the wave function of our universe. This
is because if we extend the string action to the cases of superstring and
heterotic string with background fields, the universal wave function Ψ
can include all fundamental particles; all gauge interactions, gravity, and
more. It also includes the large structures of our universe up to the scale
of horizon. In other words, UWFIST could be the wave function of our
universe. Except for these two major conceptual differences, the usual
string theory calculation can still be applied in UWFIST.
In the string theory, there are two sets of space-time: the
2-dimensional world-sheet (σ, τ) and the observed space-time Xμ (σ, τ).
The observed space-time Xμ (σ, τ) is a projection from the world sheet
to possibly a higher dimensional space-time. In terms of Xμ (,τ), the
action As in (3) becomes:
As=(1/lptp) ʃdτdσ g1/2gab ∂aXμ∂bXμ

		

(5)

Here gαβ is the metric tensor on the world-sheet and g=- det gαβ.
As shown in string theory [7,8], the general form of action (5) in the
presence of massless background field is in the form:
As=[iα ʃ0T dτ ʃ0L dσ g1/2(gαβGμν∂αXμ∂βXν+εαβBμν∂αXμ∂βXν+1/4α Φ R)](6)

Here Gμν (τ, σ), Bμν (τ, σ), Φ (τ, σ) are metric tensor, anti-symmetric
tensor, and scalar background fields on the observed space. And R is
the scalar curvature related to gαβ. The universal wave function in the
presence of background fields is:
Ψ (X (L,T), G (L,T), B (L,T), Φ(L,T)) =
μ

μν

μν

∫DXμ Dgμν DBμν DΦ exp[iα ʃ0T dτ ʃ0L dσ g1/2(gαβGμν∂αXμ∂βXν+εαβBμν∂α
Xμ∂βXν+1/4α Φ R)] 				
(7)

We can extend Ψ (Xμ (L, T), Gμν (L, T), Bμν (L,T), Φ (L,T)) to include
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other massive vibrations. We can also extend the above string action to
the cases of superstring and heterotic string to include all fundamental
particles; all gauge interactions, gravity, and more. This universal
wave function tells us the probability for our universe to be at spacetime coordinate Xμ (L, T) and background fields Gμν (L,T), Bμν (L,T),
Φ (L,T). We can do a Fourier transformation to transform the wave
function Ψ (Xμ (L, T), Gμν (L,T), Bμν (L,T), Φ (L,T)) to be expressed in
the vibrational space expressed by the various vibrations (ωμ,κμν,…).
The wave function Ψ (ωμ (L, T), κμν (L,T),…) expresses what kind of
vibrations in our universe and how much they exist at proper time T
and horizon length L in our universe.

Inflaton and the Energy Driving Inflation
A natural indication and consequence of UWFIST is the existence
of long-range vibrations. The space-time coordinate Xμ (, σ) is composed
of vibrations in the form exp [iπn(σ+cτ)/L] and exp [iπn(σ-cτ)/L].
Here n is an integer. Unlike the normal string theory, in which L is the
Planck length, now L is causal horizon distance. The largest wavelength
is on the order of the length of the causal horizon. These vibrations are
very fine. They are very dark in the sense that it is very difficult to detect
them. In fact, to detect the vibration with the wavelength L, it takes the
time L/c. If L is the horizon distance, this means that it takes the time of
the age of the visible universe or a detector as large as the whole visible
universe to detect these vibrations.
We propose that these long-range vibrations can be the possible
candidates of inflaton. To demonstrate this, we calculate the vacuum
energy density created by them. Here we define the vacuum energy to
be the lowest energy state of the universal wave function.
Because our observed universe is the projection from the worldsheet, the world sheet contains all the information, energy, and matter
about our universe. All the vibrations in the observed space time come
from the vibrations in the world-sheet. Therefore, we simply need to
calculate the vacuum energy in the two-dimensional world sheet.
To calculate the vacuum energy of the world-sheet, let’s assume
that on the world-sheet, the energy is in the form of harmonic
oscillator. The energy at the state (n,m) with the frequency νn=n/T and
wavelength λm=L/m is:
En,m=(n+½) h/T.
The lowest energy of this vacuum fluctuation is E0n, m=h/2T.
The number of possible vibrations on the world sheet is TL/
(tplp). We can get this from the uncertainty relation (1). To make the
space measurement ∆σ, we should at least use the vibration with the
wavelength λm=L/m ~ ∆σ. To measure the time measurement ∆τ, we
should at least use the vibration with the frequency νn=n/T ~ ∆τ. Since
∆σ ∆τ ≥ lp tp, we get nm < TL/(tplp).
The total lowest vacuum energy is:
Evac=h/2T x cTL/lp2=hLc/(2 lp2).			

(8)

It is proportional to the length of the causal horizon. The lowest
vacuum energy density in the three dimensional space is:
ρvac=Evac/(4π L3/3)=ρp lp2/(2L2) 			

(9)

Here ρp is the Planck energy density,
ρp =Ep/(4π lp3/3),
and Ep is the Planck energy Ep=ħ/tp=1.956 x 109 Joul, tp and lp are the
Planck time and Planck length
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lp=c tp=(ħG/c3)1/2.
The equation (9) tells us that the vacuum energy density observed
in three space dimensions is inversely proportional to the square of the
length of horizon L. At the beginning stage of universe, the vacuum
energy density is very large. For example, when our universe is of the
size of the Planck scale lp, the vacuum energy density is half of the Planck
energy density ρvac=ρp/2. This large vacuum energy density provides the
energy source for inflation, the rapid initial expansion. Therefore, the
result (9) indicates the vacuum energy can be the energy source for
inflation. As the universe expands to larger scale, the vacuum energy
decreases, but is non-zero. Our universe will continue its accelerated
expansion at much slower rate.
Now let us assume that L is the Hubble radius with L=c/H. Here c is
the speed of light and H is the Hubble constant. Hubble constant is the
unit of measurement used to describe the expansion of the universe. It
has also been used to estimate the age of our universe.

experiences fast inflation at the early stage, continue to expand, and
at the same time remains very flat. It predicts that the inflaton is the
long-range vibrations. Universal wave function interpretation of string
theory (UWFIST) gives a new possible scheme for inflation.
In our previous work, we show that the vacuum energy created by
the inflaton, the long-range vibrations, propels the current accelerated
expansion of the universe. They are the dark energy. Our calculation
agrees with the current observation about dark energy [9]. It can
also explain the large-scale correlation observed in the large-scale
anisotropies and non-Gaussian distributions of the cosmic microwave
background and other background field as well as the anomalous
alignments of the quadrupole and octupole modes (10).
We suggest UWFIST, as the new development in string theory,
has shown the promise to yield testable theoretical predictions in
astrophysics and cosmology. It is worth further investigation.
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